
MPA 635: Data Visualization



What is truth?

CRAP

Excel and R

Data visualization and truth

Course overview



What is truth?



What is truth?



How do we find truth?



Is there truth in fiction?



Facts ≠ Truth



Facts ≠ Truth

“Just because something happened does 
not mean that it is morally instructive; just 
because it never happened does not mean 
that it is not true.”

—Michael Austin, Re-reading Job: Understanding 
the Ancient World’s Greatest Poem, 20



Content + form = truth



Data visualization and truth

Am I telling you all to lie and 
create fictitious graphics?



Does beauty matter?



Does beauty matter?





War of 1812
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Characteristics of graphical excellence

1. “... the well-designed presentation of interesting data- a matter 
of substance, statistics, and design.”

2. Complex ideas communicated with clarity, precision, and 
efficiency. 

3. That which gives the viewer the greatest number of ideas in 
the shortest time with the least ink in the smallest space.

4. Nearly always multivariate.
5. Requires telling the truth about the data.
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What makes this figure so great?

𝑑 − 𝑖	𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 = 	
𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎	𝑖𝑛𝑘
𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙	𝑖𝑛𝑘



Qualities of great visualizations

Truthful
Functional
Beautiful
Insightful

Enlightening





We forget this





























Course overview



Course purpose

Find truth and beauty in data

Know and evaluate why something 
is truthful and beautiful



The Data Science Workflow



Syllabus

dataviz.andrewheiss.com



Break



⚡ Overview of Graphic Design ⚡

CRAP



Image types

Bitmap Vector
jpeg, png, gif pdf, svg



Which format do I use?

JPEG: Photographs

Bitmaps

PNG/GIF: Figures with limited colors

Anything you put in Word

SVG: Vectors online

Vectors
PDF: Anything vector based



Which programs do I use?

Photos DocumentsVectors

GIMP ScribusInkscape

Photoshop InDesignIllustrator



Basic principles of visual design

Contrast
Repetition
Alignment

Proximity



Contrast

Don’t be a wimp.

“If two items are not exactly 
the same, make them 

different. Really different.”



Contrast: Type

Serif

Sans Serif

Slab Serif

Script

Decorative

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet



Contrast: Color

http://color.adobe.com |
http://www.colourlovers.com/

http://colorbrewer2.org/





Good or bad?

We	the	People	of  the United 
States, in Order to form a more 
perfect Union, establish Justice, 
insure domestic Tranquility…

Article I.
Section 1.
All legislative Powers herein 
granted shall be vested in a 
Congress of the United States, 
which shall consist of a Senate 
and House of Representatives.

We the People of the United 
States, in Order to form a more 
perfect Union, establish 
Justice, insure domestic 
Tranquility…

Article I.
Section 1.
All legislative Powers herein 
granted shall be vested in a 
Congress of the United States, 
which shall consist of a Senate 
and House of Representatives.



Repetition

“Repeat some aspect 
of the design throughout 

the entire piece.”







Alignment

“Every item should have a 
visual connection with 

something else on the page.”











Proximity

“Group related 
items together.”





Review

Contrast Repetition Alignment Proximity





Practice!



Excel and Tableau vs. R

Reproducibility!


